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Hungarian Financial Transaction Tax Summary
Timeline

July 2012
Act on Financial
Transaction Tax (FTT)
on payments approved

November 2012 FTT
extended to securities
transactions

February 2013 ECOFIN
Council approves the
proposal for the EU FTT

2012

May 2012 draft bill on a
new Financial
Transaction Tax on
payments submitted

October 2012 rate of
FTT on payments
increased from 0.1% to
0.2% with max. cap of
HUF6,000*

November 2013
Ministry of Economy
issues a written
statement clarifying the
trigger for the effective
date

2013

1 January 2013 FTT on
payments effected

June 2013 rate of FTT
on payments increased
to 0.3% for wire
transfers and 0.6% for
cash withdrawals

1 January 2014
Hungarian FTT on
Securities Transactions
may come into force

2014

July 2013 one-off duty of 208% of
the amount paid as Financial
Transaction Tax between
January – April 2013 levied on
banks operating in Hungary

* Financial transactions on cash accounts owned by foreign payment service providers, foreign financial institutions, investment companies, investment fund management companies or
investment funds are exempt from the duty.
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Hungarian Financial Transaction Tax Summary
The Hungarian Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) was introduced by Act 116 of 2012 on financial transaction tax (the ″FTT
Act″) as amended by Act 178 of 2012 (the ″Amendment Act″) effective 1 January 2013

JUL 12
OCT 12

• Rate of FTT increased from 0.1% to 0.2%. The FTT on cash transactions was introduced 1 January 2013
• Budget Committee proposed Amendment Act to increase the rate from 0.2% to 0.3% and introduce a tax of
0.1% on securities and 0.01% on derivatives transactions (SFTT) ″ effective the first day of the year following
the approval of the proposal for a directive on a harmonized financial transaction tax at a European level ″

NOV 12
FEB 13
JUL 13
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• Parliament approves the FTT Act for a financial transaction tax (duty) of 0.1% on cash transactions effective 1
January 2013
– Maximum cap of HUF 6,000 per transaction
– Transactions of financial institutions exempt from tax

• The European Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Directive implementing enhanced cooperation in
the area of financial transaction tax indicating the Hungarian SFTT could potentially be effective on securities
transactions from 1 Jan 2014. (Note: wording of Amendment Act unclear on trigger event for effective date of a Hungary FTT on securities.)
• A modification of the bill was approved on 27 June 2013, effective 1 August 2013
– Increased rate to 0.3% from 0.2% on wire transfers
– Increased rate to 0.6% from 0.3% on cash withdrawals and removed the cap of HUF6,000
• One-off duty of 208% of the amount paid as FTT on cash payments between January – April 2013 levied on
banks operating in Hungary

Hungarian Financial Transaction Tax

Uncertain effective date for
of the
Hungarian
tax
SFTT
• The Amendment Act provision stated effective date of the SFTT is the ″first day of the calendar year following the
year after approval of the proposal for a directive harmonized financial transaction duty at European level″
• Legal opinion states the wording may be interpreted in the following ways:
– The adoption of the proposal on the EU FTT submitted by ECOFIN (adopted on 14 February 2013), which indicates
an effective date of 1 January 2014
– The adoption of a Directive under the Enhanced Cooperation of the 11 participating EU countries (not yet in place),
which indicates an effective date the year following the adoption
– The adoption of an EU wide FTT Directive could bring in force the Hungarian SFTT (not yet in place), which indicates
an effective date the year following the adoption
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Hungarian Securities
Clarification
provided Transaction
by the Ministry
Taxes
for National Economy

• Ministry for National Economy (MNE) issued a written statement to the Association of Investment Fund and Asset
Managers on 20 November 2013 in response to their request for a clear interpretation of the effective date of the
Hungarian SFTT
• According to the statement the trigger event for the SFTT’s application will be when the European Council officially
approves a European Directive introducing a financial transaction tax (FTT) that is applicable to:
– Either each EU Member State or
– Limited number of Member States as a result of an enhanced cooperation procedure
• The effective date of the SFTT will be 1 January of the calendar year following the Council’s approval
• As it is highly unlikely that the European FTT Directive would be approved by the Council during the December
meetings, the letter stated the Hungarian SFTT should not be applicable as of 1January 2014
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Key features of the Hungarian SFTT
Scope

• Applicable to all securities sale and purchase transactions settling in a Hungarian securities account
– All gross buy and sale transactions (no netting)
– All securities types including equities, fixed income and derivatives
– Both Hungarian law governed and foreign law governed financial instruments
– Each step of a securities lending and borrowing transaction
– Corporate actions that result in the acquisition or sale of securities are not exempt from the scope of the SFTT, therefore both
sales side (outbound) of securities and acquisition side (inbound) of securities as a result of corporate actions are subject to the
tax

Tax Rate

• 0.1% for securities transactions
• 0.01% for securities related derivatives transactions

Charging Basis

• The amount of the duty is to be determined based on the counter value of the transaction, or the market price for free of payment
transactions
• In case of derivative transactions in securities, the fictitious value existing at the time of the transaction

Liability for tax (Taxpayer)

• Investment firm or credit institution carrying the securities account on which the securities transaction is conducted

Chargeability:

• Upon the day of settlement of the securities transaction

Reporting and Payment

• The investment firm or credit institution carrying the securities account on which the securities transaction is conducted must
calculate, pay and report the SFTT on a monthly basis to the Hungarian Tax authorities. Client cash accounts would be debited for
the SFTT based on the calculation of settled transactions.

Exemption

• Exemptions are TBD as none are currently outlined in the Act
• Market Maker Exemption – TBD
• CCP Exemption - TBD

Reporting to clients

• Not defined precisely according to applicable regulation
• In case of FTT on payment account keeping bank must report at least once a year to the investor detailing the amount of duty
charged in connection with any – dutiable – payment transaction executed on the clients payment account, which rule may as well
be applied in case of SFTT

Netting

• SFTT cannot be calculated on net basis
• Each of the transferor’s account keeping (outbound) and the transferee’s account keeping (inbound) is obliged to individually pay the
SFTT in relation to each transaction
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Market
Citi
market
Engagement
engagement
• Participation and input into advocacy efforts of industry working groups at both country and regional level
– Hungarian Banking Association
– Association of Investment Service Providers
– AFME
• On the ground SCM engagement with authorities, central depositories, various in-country industry bodies and tax
advisors
• Clarification requests on the effective date submitted to the Ministry for National Economy through both the Banking
Association and the Association of Investment Service Providers
• Based on Citi’s recommendation a white paper has been prepared, which outlines the effects the introduction of the
SFTT could have on public debt financing and the overall local capital market
• Direct clarification request placed by Citi’s CCO to the State Secretary responsible for tax related matters to obtain first
hand clarification on the effective date
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Current Citi approach
Approach

• Due to the unlikely, but not impossible, scenario that the FTT Directive could be approved by the European Council in
December, Citi Hungary continues to monitor developments and will advise clients of any further action in due course
• Citi Hungary is continuing to prepare its systems to be able to charge the SFTT to clients on all transactions settling in
your Hungarian custody accounts should the current status change
• Amendments to clients’ custody agreements will be required to reflect the legal requirements of the Hungarian FTT
• Your Client Executive will contact you in due course with an addendum to the DCSA or GCSA
• Should Citi commence charging SFTT due to a change to the current status, Citi will issue details to clients of the
process for and timing of charging and reporting of the SFTT
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Hungarian SFTT

Q&A
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IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Citigroup Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Any discussion of tax matters in these materials (i) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used or relied upon, by you
for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties and (ii) may have been written in connection with the "promotion or marketing" of any transaction contemplated hereby ("Transaction"). Accordingly, you should seek advice based
on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
In any instance where distribution of this communication is subject to the rules of the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), this communication constitutes an invitation to consider entering into a derivatives
transaction under U.S. CFTC Regulations §§ 1.71 and 23.605, where applicable, but is not a binding offer to buy/sell any financial instrument.
Any terms set forth herein are intended for discussion purposes only and are subject to the final terms as set forth in separate definitive written agreements. This presentation is not a commitment to lend, syndicate a financing, underwrite or
purchase securities, or commit capital nor does it obligate us to enter into such a commitment, nor are we acting as a fiduciary to you. By accepting this presentation, subject to applicable law or regulation, you agree to keep confidential the
information contained herein and the existence of and proposed terms for any Transaction.
Prior to entering into any Transaction, you should determine, without reliance upon us or our affiliates, the economic risks and merits (and independently determine that you are able to assume these risks) as well as the legal, tax and accounting
characterizations and consequences of any such Transaction. In this regard, by accepting this presentation, you acknowledge that (a) we are not in the business of providing (and you are not relying on us for) legal, tax or accounting advice, (b)
there may be legal, tax or accounting risks associated with any Transaction, (c) you should receive (and rely on) separate and qualified legal, tax and accounting advice and (d) you should apprise senior management in your organization as to
such legal, tax and accounting advice (and any risks associated with any Transaction) and our disclaimer as to these matters. By acceptance of these materials, you and we hereby agree that from the commencement of discussions with
respect to any Transaction, and notwithstanding any other provision in this presentation, we hereby confirm that no participant in any Transaction shall be limited from disclosing the U.S. tax treatment or U.S. tax structure of such Transaction.
We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies each entity that enters into a formal business relationship with us. We will ask for your complete name, street address, and taxpayer ID number. We may also
request corporate formation documents, or other forms of identification, to verify information provided.
Any prices or levels contained herein are preliminary and indicative only and do not represent bids or offers. These indications are provided solely for your information and consideration, are subject to change at any time without notice and are
not intended as a solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any instrument. The information contained in this presentation may include results of analyses from a quantitative model which represent potential future events that may or
may not be realized, and is not a complete analysis of every material fact representing any product. Any estimates included herein constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without any notice. We and/or our
affiliates may make a market in these instruments for our customers and for our own account. Accordingly, we may have a position in any such instrument at any time.
Although this material may contain publicly available information about Citi corporate bond research, fixed income strategy or economic and market analysis, Citi policy (i) prohibits employees from offering, directly or indirectly, a favorable or
negative research opinion or offering to change an opinion as consideration or inducement for the receipt of business or for compensation; and (ii) prohibits analysts from being compensated for specific recommendations or views contained in
research reports. So as to reduce the potential for conflicts of interest, as well as to reduce any appearance of conflicts of interest, Citi has enacted policies and procedures designed to limit communications between its investment banking and
research personnel to specifically prescribed circumstances.
© 2013 Citibank, N.A. All rights reserved. Citi and Citi and Arc Design are trademarks and service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates and are used and registered throughout the world.
Citi believes that sustainability is good business practice. We work closely with our clients, peer financial institutions, NGOs and other partners to finance solutions to climate change, develop industry standards, reduce our own environmental
footprint, and engage with stakeholders to advance shared learning and solutions. Highlights of Citi’s unique role in promoting sustainability include: (a) releasing in 2007 a Climate Change Position Statement, the first US financial institution to
do so; (b) targeting $50 billion over 10 years to address global climate change: includes significant increases in investment and financing of renewable energy, clean technology, and other carbon-emission reduction activities; (c) committing to
an absolute reduction in GHG emissions of all Citi owned and leased properties around the world by 10% by 2011; (d) purchasing more than 234,000 MWh of carbon neutral power for our operations over the last three years; (e) establishing in
2008 the Carbon Principles; a framework for banks and their U.S. power clients to evaluate and address carbon risks in the financing of electric power projects; (f) producing equity research related to climate issues that helps to inform investors
on risks and opportunities associated with the issue; and (g) engaging with a broad range of stakeholders on the issue of climate change to help advance understanding and solutions.
Citi works with its clients in greenhouse gas intensive industries to evaluate emerging risks from climate change and, where appropriate, to mitigate those risks.

efficiency, renewable energy and mitigation

